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This study drew data from a randomized trial of a statewide prekindergarten program in Tennessee and presents new evidence on the impacts of preK on third-grade achievement using administrative data on children’s neighborhood environments. Results indicate that preK had no measurable impact on children’s third-grade math achievement regardless of children’s neighborhood conditions. However, preK significantly improved third-grade reading achievement for children living in high-poverty neighborhoods. The treatment effects on reading achievement were substantial: Among children living in high-poverty neighborhoods, those who took up an experimental assignment to attend preK scored over half a standard deviation higher on average than the control group in third grade. In contrast, preK enrollment had, if anything, a negative effect on third-grade reading achievement among children living in low-poverty neighborhoods. These differential effects were partially explained by alternative childcare options and contextual risk factors.
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Introduction

Experimental evidence for the positive long-term effects of preschool comes from a small set of interventions implemented in confined geographical areas. For instance, the Perry Preschool Project, commonly cited as a model of effective preK, served low-income children living in the attendance zone of a single high-poverty elementary school in Ypsilanti, MI.
In contrast, states looking to expand access to pre-kindergarten for large segments of their child population will need to accommodate children living in neighborhoods that differ markedly from those served by the Perry Preschool Project. Despite an extensive neighborhood effects literature that has documented qualitative differences in the experience of poverty across places (Small, 2008; Votruba-Drzal, Miller, & Coley, 2016), researchers have largely assumed away what these contextual differences might mean for preschool effects.

This oversight is notable because it is reasonable to suspect that variation in neighborhood conditions may have implications for what children experience in the absence of preK—what is commonly referred to as the counterfactual condition (Bloom & Weiland, 2015). For instance, if a low-income child grows up in a high-poverty neighborhood relative to a more affluent or socioeconomically mixed neighborhood, existing evidence suggests that this child will likely experience heightened stress (Brooks-Gunn, Johnson, & Leventhal, 2010), increased exposure to violence and victimization (Sharkey, Tirado-Strayer, Papachristos, & Raver, 2012), greater likelihood of parental disengagement (Cohen, 2017), as well as fewer quality day care and out-of-school learning opportunities (Jacob & Wilder, 2010). Should there exist systematic variation in what children experience in the absence of preK that is tied to the structure and function of residential contexts, then even a standardized preK program implemented with fidelity across a broad range of locations may still produce variation in treatment effects across neighborhood contexts. Despite the potential importance of understanding this brand of impact heterogeneity in an era of preK expansion (Morris et al., 2017)—in particular, for informing decisions about how best to target preK interventions—little is known as to whether residential environments matter for how low-income children engage and respond to preschool.

This article revisits data from the Tennessee Voluntary Prekindergarten Program (TN-VPK), the first randomized trial of a scaled-up, statewide pre-kindergarten initiative in the United States. Data for this study were drawn from the full sample of eligible, randomly assigned children, as well as from a smaller subsample for whom a broader set of baseline measures was available. This study leverages the fact that there existed large variation in the level of poverty in children’s residential neighborhoods at baseline, even though the sample itself was composed exclusively of economically disadvantaged children. This variation made it possible to explore whether the effect of preschool on later achievement varied based on where children lived. In particular, the following research question guides this study: Do the effects of assignment to or enrollment in preschool on children’s third-grade achievement vary across levels of poverty in children’s residential neighborhoods at baseline? Additionally, this study attempts to shed light on factors that might be responsible for potential impact heterogeneity across
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neighborhood contexts, including differential access to alternative childcare options, differential exposure to contextual risk factors, and differences in family socioeconomic status (SES) across neighborhood contexts.

This study advances research on preK education by providing the first estimates, to the author’s knowledge, of whether preK effects on later academic achievement differ based on the characteristics of children’s residential neighborhoods. This article begins with a brief review of why neighborhood poverty matters for children’s academic achievement. Next, this paper describes relevant early childhood literature examining impact heterogeneity across community characteristics. After providing a brief overview of the Tennessee Voluntary PreK program, the paper turns attention to the data, randomization method, and the empirical strategy used to answer the question of whether preK effects differ across levels of neighborhood poverty. Finally, results are presented and possible explanations are explored before discussing implications for policy and research.

Background

A considerable body of research has underscored the notion that neighborhoods play a prominent role in influencing children’s early development (Chetty, Hendren, & Katz, 2015; Wodtke, Elwert, & Harding, 2016). However, surprisingly little attention has been devoted to the role that neighborhood environments play in shaping who benefits from early childhood education. As noted previously, this literature gap is notable because the opportunities and risk factors embedded in neighborhood environments help shape the nature of the counterfactual condition to which preschool exposure is compared.

Neighborhoods, Preschool, and Academic Achievement

There are at least three reasons why neighborhoods may influence the extent to which children benefit from a statewide preschool program. First, neighborhoods differ in alternative childcare options (Swenson, 2008). Children in high-poverty neighborhoods are less likely than their peers in more affluent neighborhoods to have access to nursery schools, private or informal day care facilities, or other enrichment programs (Green, 2015; Jocson & Thorne-Wallington, 2013; Tate, 2008). Moreover, there is evidence that alternative childcare options in high-poverty neighborhoods are of lower quality than those in more affluent neighborhoods (McCoy, Connors, Morris, Yoshikawa, & Friedman-Krauss, 2015; Valentino, 2018). Therefore, it is conceivable that the effects of a statewide preK program could differ depending on whether children have limited access to community-based alternatives or if their access is circumscribed by lower quality services, with preK effects potentially being most pronounced if so.
Second, neighborhoods can differ in terms of contextual risk factors, including exposure to violence, housing instability, unemployment, and weakened family units (Brooks-Gunn et al., 2010; Sharkey et al., 2012). If preK effects operate, in part, by safeguarding children from developmental risk factors during periods of elevated developmental vulnerability (Dodge, Greenberg, & Malone, 2008), then one would expect preK to be most beneficial for those in high-risk communities where exposure to preK can presumably do the most safeguarding. Finally, prior research has indicated that preK effects are largest for children from economically disadvantaged families (Cooper & Lanza, 2014; Gormley, Phillips, & Gayer, 2008; Yoshikawa et al., 2013). Therefore, given that disadvantaged families often live in disadvantaged neighborhoods (Reardon & Bischoff, 2011), any independent, moderating effect of family SES on preschool effects would be observed to some extent at the neighborhood level.

The few studies that have directly tested whether preK effects hinge on neighborhood characteristics have used broad distinctions between urban and rural communities and have operationalized community characteristics based on the location of the preK center itself. Fitzpatrick (2008) drew observational data from the National Assessment of Educational Progress and found, based on a regression-discontinuity design, that disadvantaged children attending preK in small towns and rural areas of Georgia experienced the largest gains in math and reading scores after the expansion of universal preK. By contrast, McCoy, Morris, Connors, Gomez, and Yoshikawa (2016) found that Head Start was more effective at improving receptive vocabulary scores in urban areas but was more effective at improving oral comprehension scores in rural areas. Although these studies provide important insights into preK effect moderation by community characteristics in a general sense, their precise insights into how neighborhood conditions relate to preK effects are limited for two reasons.

First, although the urban-rural divide may have implications for the types of risk and protective factors embedded in each community type (Votruba-Drzal et al., 2016), this binary conceals important heterogeneity that exists within each category—heterogeneity that captures more directly the level of disadvantage that children encounter in their residential areas. After all, the term “urban” spans not only central city poverty but also suburban wealth (Milner, 2015), while the term “rural” similarly encompasses a broad range of communities that differ in socioeconomic composition (Flora, Flora, & Gasteyer, 2015). Second, prior preschool research on impact heterogeneity by community characteristics has focused on the location of the preK center itself rather children’s own residential neighborhoods. This is notable because measuring disadvantage at the level of children’s residential environment is likely a better approximation of the contextual determinants of children’s counterfactual condition than the area in which the preK center is located, which may or may not be near children’s homes.
In fact, the neighborhood environment of the preK center could differ markedly from children’s home neighborhood and thus obscure what is understood about the counterfactual condition.

For instance, as shown in the Supplementary Appendix Table A.1 in the online version of the journal, approximately 44% of children in the full analytic sample who lived in high-poverty neighborhoods attempted to enroll (and were subsequently randomized) in preK centers that were located in low-poverty neighborhoods. (A full description of the data and randomization method is described below.) Likewise, 7% of children living in low-poverty neighborhoods were randomized at preK centers located in high-poverty neighborhoods. These crossovers were permissible because enrollment in the TN-VPK program, unlike many K–12 schools in Tennessee, was not based on catchment area assignment. Consequently, many children attempted to enroll in preK centers that were not necessarily local, reiterating the importance of capturing counterfactual variation in terms of residential contexts.

To assess variation in neighborhood conditions and examine whether this variation moderates the effect of preK, this study revisits data from a randomized trial of a statewide prekindergarten initiative, the TN-VPK program. Recent research on TN-VPK found that initial gains from preK faded by third grade (Lipsey, Farran, & Durkin, 2017), a finding echoed in several recent experimental studies of preschool effects (Puma, Bell, Cook, & Heid, 2010; Puma et al., 2012). The current study reexamines TN-VPK findings with an eye toward whether residential contexts mattered in these achievement patterns. In particular, this study asks whether neighborhood poverty moderates the effect of preK on children’s achievement in third grade.

**Tennessee Voluntary PreK Program**

The Tennessee Voluntary Prekindergarten (TN-VPK) program, a statewide early childhood initiative housed in the Tennessee Department of Education (TNDOE), enrolls over 18,000 4-year-olds in school districts across Tennessee. The structure of TN-VPK is similar to other statewide prekindergarten programs implemented within state departments of education (Karch, 2010). In particular, local school districts submit applications to TNDOE for funding to establish preK classrooms. TNDOE awards local school districts a funding amount based on the state’s Basic Education Program formula, which accounts for a number of factors including a district’s financial need. Districts are then expected to provide matching funds in order to cover the full cost of establishing the prekindergarten program. However, districts are permitted to allocate additional dollars if they wish to provide supplementary services such as transportation that are not required by TNDOE.
TN-VPK serves 4-year-old children eligible for kindergarten the following year whose families meet a number of eligibility requirements. Children eligible for the free-and-reduced-price lunch program are given top priority for admission. As space permits, children are also eligible if they are English language learners, in state custody, deemed unserved or underserved by a state advisory council, or have a disability. Per state mandates, TN-VPK requires 5 days of teaching with a minimum of 5.5 hours of instruction per day. Maximum class size is 20 students, with one teacher required for every 10 students. All VPK classrooms are required to be staffed by at least one teacher who is state-licensed and endorsed for Early Child Education by the state board of education. Additionally, preference is for at least one assistant per classroom to hold a child development certificate or an associate degree in early childhood.

Each classroom is required to operate a comprehensive curriculum that is approved by the Tennessee Department of Education’s Office of Early Learning. These curricula must incorporate instruction in a broad range of developmental domains, including linguistic, cognitive, social-personal, and physical, and must be delivered through a mix of direct and individualized instruction, group activities, and center-based activities. The list of approved curricula during the 2014-2015 school year included 22 “comprehensive” curricula and 12 supplementary curricula. To ensure quality implementation of the curricula, TN-VPK drew from standards set forth by the National Institute of Early Education Research and are described in detail in the TNDOE’s Scope of Services (TNDOE, 2017). TN-VPK was determined to have met 9 of the 10 current standards advocated by the National Institute of Early Education Research. These standards and curricular mandates ensure a minimum level of quality across TN-VPK classrooms.1

Method

This study is situated in a larger evaluation of the TN-VPK program. The evaluation began during the 2009–2010 school year and leveraged the fact that many preschools across the state were oversubscribed. This oversubscription meant that many eligible children were denied admission. At the start of the 2009–2010 school year and again at the start of the subsequent school year, a group of sites identified as oversubscribed by TNDOE agreed to randomly assign applicants to a treatment condition that was granted admission and a control condition that was denied admission. This randomization produced across two cohorts of children during the 2009–2010 and 2010–2011 school years a total of 111 randomized applicant lists in 79 schools in 29 school districts.

Of the 3,131 eligible children in these randomized applicant lists, 2,990 were included in the state education database for at least 1 school year after prekindergarten. There is no evidence that the remaining children attended
public schools in Tennessee; however, the parents of 11 of these children who were either home-schooled or enrolled in private school provided consent to be followed in the Intensive Substudy (ISS) sample (described in more detail below).

These 2,990 children composed the full randomized sample (hereafter referred to as “the RCT sample”). The randomized controlled trial (RCT) sample includes all children who were eligible for preK enrollment at the beginning of their respective prekindergarten year and who were randomly assigned to attend or not to attend VPK. In all, 1,852 children received offers of admission, and the remaining 1,138 did not. These two groups made up the intent-to-treat (ITT) treatment and control conditions for the RCT analysis. In addition, state databases were used to identify which of these students actually enrolled in VPK, regardless of their assignment status. Of the 2,990 children in the sample, 1,997 attended VPK for at least 1 day; the remaining 993 children had no VPK attendance during their respective prekindergarten year.

Intensive Substudy Sample

The ISS sample is a subset of the full sample for whom parental consent was obtained to collect annual assessment data through third grade as well as a broader set of baseline characteristics, including achievement scores and indicators of family SES. Attempts were made to contact parents of every child on eligible randomization lists at the start of their respective prekindergarten year, and few parents explicitly refused. However, logistical challenges limited the consent rate for the first cohort of children. In particular, for the 2009–2010 school year, consent could only be obtained by way of mail-in responses that were mailed to parents directly from TNDOE before the start of the school year. As a result, the consent rate for the first cohort was 24.4%.

For the second cohort, arrangements were made to obtain parental consent during the VPK application process, which was in-person and did not require any additional steps. This modification led to a higher consent rate of 67.9% for the second cohort. These procedures together yielded 1,331 consented children across both cohorts. However, additional restrictions including limiting the sample to age- and income-eligible children and restricting children to those on randomization lists that contained at least one consented child in the treatment and control condition yielded a final analytic sample of 1,076 children, who came to be known as the “Intensive Substudy” (ISS) sample. Of these children, 697 were randomly assigned to VPK, and the remaining 379 to the control group. (Supplementary Appendix Table E.1 shows that compliance rates for the RCT and ISS samples did not differ across levels of neighborhood poverty.)

As described by Lipsey, Hofer, Dong, Farran, and Bilbrey (2013), consent rates differed by treatment condition across both cohorts. In particular, parents of children randomly assigned to VPK were more likely to consent
into the ISS sample than parents of children who were not assigned to VPK. (Consent rates for Cohorts 1 and 2 differed by 14 and 6 percentage points between treatment conditions, respectively.) The differential consent rates across treatment conditions for both cohorts introduced potential bias into the ISS sample with respect to the treatment-control contrast, despite that this subsample was drawn from a randomized applicant list. As described below, the analytic models used in the current study control for a host of baseline characteristics in an effort to mitigate potential bias within this subsample. (Exploratory analysis, in the Supplementary Appendix Table H.1, revealed no evidence that treatment-control differences in consent rates differed across levels of neighborhood poverty.) Moreover, to improve generalizability of the ISS sample with regard to the full RCT sample, consent weights were computed that effectively upweighted children least likely to consent into the ISS sample. These weights were computed from a logistic regression in which a binary indicator for consenting into the ISS sample was regressed on a full set of baseline characteristics. (Complete regression results are provided in the Supplementary Appendix Table F.1.) This regression was used to compute predicted probabilities of consent for each child. The inverse of these predicted probabilities became the consent weights, which were used in subsequent analyses for the ISS sample.

Geolocating Residential Addresses

On children’s initial application to TN-VPK, parents were required to indicate a home address, which was subsequently geocoded and matched to block-level data. However, not every parent provided a valid street address that could be geocoded. Of the 2,990 children in the RCT sample, 86% could be geocoded; of the 1,076 children in the ISS sample, 85% could be geocoded. (Supplementary Appendix Table G.1 shows no evidence that the likelihood of having a valid street address differed by treatment condition.) Children without valid street addresses were excluded from the analyses. Importantly, as described below, this study adjusts for differential selection into the respective analytic samples based on the probability of having a valid home address. And as described in more detail in the Results section, results were robust to the exclusion of these sampling weights, indicating that bias due to having a valid street address was unlikely.

Measures

Baseline Characteristics

Data on baseline descriptive characteristics for the full RCT sample were gathered from the state administrative database. These baseline descriptive characteristics include date of birth, a binary indicator for female, race/ethnicity, age, and English as a primary language. In addition to baseline data
gathered from the state, children in the ISS sample were administered a series of assessments and questionnaires during the fall of their prekindergarten year that was used to create a more robust set of baseline controls for the ISS sample. The baseline parent questionnaire provided indicators of mother’s education, number of working parents, number of household magazine and newspaper subscriptions, and the frequency with which families used the library. Baseline achievement was also assessed with a selection of scales from the Woodcock Johnson III Achievement Battery (Woodcock, McGre, & Mather, 2001). These scales included one measure of reading (Passage Comprehension), three measures of math (Applied Problem Solving, Quantitative Concepts, and Calculation), two measures of language (Oral Comprehension and Picture Vocabulary), and two measures of literacy (Letter-Word Identification and Spelling). For all baseline covariates (excluding neighborhood poverty), multiple imputation was used to fill in missing values due to item-specific nonresponse. Missing data on baseline covariates were rare for both the RCT and ISS samples, with rates ranging from 0.0% to 1.2% in the RCT sample and from 0.0% to 5.5% in the ISS sample. (A complete list of missing data patterns is provided in the Supplementary Appendix Table G.1.) Subsequent analyses were based on 25 multiply imputed datasets computed separately for each analytic sample that were combined based on Rubin’s (1987) rules.

Neighborhood Poverty

Although neighborhood disadvantage can be measured using a variety of indicators, this study focuses on neighborhood poverty because prior research suggests that neighborhood poverty is closely associated with underlying social processes believed to be responsible for neighborhood effects (Wilson, 2012). Moreover, neighborhood poverty, unlike multidimensional scales of neighborhood disadvantage, has a straightforward, policy-relevant interpretation that is not reliant on distributional considerations (Wodtke, 2013). In particular, prior neighborhood effect research has noted the existence of thresholds, or “tipping points,” after which neighborhoods begin to matter in shaping children’s developmental outcomes (Galster, 2012).

This study uses as its primary measure of neighborhood poverty a three-level ordinal measure (coded 1, 2, and 3), to indicate whether a child lived at baseline in a low-poverty neighborhood (below 10% poor), moderate-poverty neighborhood (10% to 30% poor), or high-poverty neighborhood (at least 30% poor). Although thresholds of neighborhood poverty used in prior literature are somewhat varied (see D. J. Harding, 2003; Jargowsky, 1997; Wodtke, 2013), exploratory analysis indicated that measures based on the 10% and 30% thresholds best captured the relation between neighborhood poverty and preschool effects.
Measures of neighborhood poverty were based on block-group-level data gathered from the 2008–2012 American Community Survey. Block groups are standard geographical units made available by the U.S. Census Bureau that are composed of contiguous clusters of residential blocks that contain between 600 and 3,000 people. The boundaries of block groups are mostly defined by local participants in the Census Bureau’s Participant Statistical Areas Program, suggesting that boundaries are oftentimes locally meaningful and reflective of residential divisions (Bureau of the Census, 2008). (As in the Results section, Supplementary Appendix Table B examines the robustness of estimates to alternative thresholds of neighborhood poverty, various measures of neighborhood disadvantage including a multidimensional composite index, as well as different conceptions of neighborhood boundaries.)

Outcome

The Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment Program (TCAP) requires students attending public school in Tennessee to be tested annually in core subject areas from third grade through eighth grades. The outcome variables in the present study were children’s reading and math performance, respectively, on these statewide achievement tests in third grade. Like baseline data for the full sample, these achievement data were gathered from the state educational database. It is important to note that some children in the second cohort were retained and had not yet reached third grade by the time follow-up data collection occurred. However, as indicated in the Supplementary Appendix Table D.1, there were no statistically significant differences in retention across treatment conditions in any level of neighborhood poverty in either the RCT or ISS sample. Therefore, retention differences should not bias treatment contrasts among children who did take the test in third grade.

Weighting

As noted previously, not every child in the RCT or ISS samples provided a valid street address at baseline that could be geolocated. In addition, not every child took the TCAP in third grade. To correct for potential nonrandom “attrition,” this study used a poststratification weighting technique to adjust for differential probabilities of being included in the analytic samples. In effect, children more likely to misreport a valid street address or to have a missing TCAP score in third grade were up-weighted relative to their peers. These sampling weights were estimated from two logistic regressions in which a binary indicator of whether a child had a valid street address at baseline or whether a child took the TCAP in third grade, respectively, was regressed on the full set of sample-specific baseline characteristics as well as a set of subsequent child-level variables gathered from the state administrative database. Results from these regressions (and all included covariates) are provided in the Supplementary Appendix Table F.1. The inverse of these
two predicted probabilities became the poststratification address and TCAP weights, respectively.

Effect estimates reported below for the full RCT sample were weighted by the product of the address weight and the TCAP weight. Effect estimates for the ISS sample were weighted similarly, except for the addition of the consent weight described earlier. That is, effect estimates for the ISS sample were weighted by the product of all three weights (see Wodtke, Harding, & Elwert, 2011 for similar weighting technique). As described in the Results section, results were robust to the exclusion of each of these weights, indicating that bias due to missing a valid street address or missing outcome data—or, for the ISS sample, bias due to differential consent rates—was unlikely.

Balance Tests and Summary Statistics

Although randomization into treatment conditions eliminates observed and unobserved differences across treatment and control groups in expectation, randomization does not necessarily ensure randomization within subgroups defined by baseline characteristics (VanderWeele & Knol, 2011). Moreover, it is unclear whether the extent to which any nonrandom “attrition” based on misreporting of baseline addresses or incomplete outcome data may have affected randomization. Therefore, this section reports a series of balance tests across the RCT and ISS samples, respectively, to determine the extent of subgroup balance on baseline covariates. Unadjusted differences were assessed using ordinary least squares regressions with ITT condition as the only predictor. Adjusted differences were based on regressions that included the other baseline characteristics germane to each analytic sample as covariates. Adjusted models included indicators for preK center. All models used sampling weights.

Tables 1 and 2 present unadjusted and adjusted comparisons of baseline characteristics between treatment and control groups within each level of neighborhood poverty for the RCT and ISS samples, respectively. As shown in Columns (3), (6), and (9) of each table, the few covariate imbalances that were present in unadjusted comparisons were considerably reduced in the fully adjusted comparisons. In the RCT sample (Table 1), 1 of the 24 comparisons was significant with \( p < .10 \), and 1 of the 24 comparisons was significant with \( p < .05 \) based on \( t \) tests that did not adjust for multiple comparisons; in the ISS sample (Table 2), 3 of the 57 comparisons were significant with \( p < .10 \), and 2 of the 57 comparisons were significant with \( p < .05 \) based on analogous \( t \) tests that did not adjust for multiple comparisons. These patterns are generally consistent with what one would expect under random assignment (i.e., simply by chance, one would expect 1 out of 20 and 1 out of 10 comparisons to show up as significant at the \( p < .05 \) and \( p < .10 \) levels, respectively).
### Table 1
Summary Statistics and Balance Tests for Children in TN-VPK-Neighborhood Data Linked Sample Across Levels of Neighborhood Poverty, Full Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of Neighborhood Poverty</th>
<th>Low Poverty (&lt;10% Poor)</th>
<th>Moderate Poverty (10% to 30% Poor)</th>
<th>High Poverty (&gt;30% Poor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Group, M (1)</td>
<td>Experimental Versus Control (2)</td>
<td>Adjusted Difference (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Group, M (4)</td>
<td>Experimental Versus Control (5)</td>
<td>Adjusted Difference (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Group, M (7)</td>
<td>Experimental Versus Control (8)</td>
<td>Adjusted Difference (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available test score</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.01 (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.04)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>-0.08 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.01 (0.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.06* (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.10* (0.04)</td>
<td>-0.01 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language learner</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.07* (0.03)</td>
<td>-0.04* (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.00* (0.04)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood poverty</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>-0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. TN-VPK = Tennessee Voluntary Prekindergarten Program. This table presents summary statistics and balance tests of equivalency for a subset of variables collected prior to randomization. The first row indicates the share of children living in each level of neighborhood poverty that took the state-wide achievement assessment in third grade. The remaining rows refer to the sample of children who had valid achievement data in third grade and who provided valid street addresses at baseline. Columns (1), (2), and (3) include children living in low-poverty neighborhoods; Columns (4), (5), and (6) include children living in moderate-poverty neighborhoods; Columns (7), (8), and (9) refer to children living in high-poverty neighborhoods. Columns (1), (4), and (7) show the control group mean for each variable across quartiles of neighborhood disadvantage. Columns (2), (5), and (8) report unadjusted differences between the experimental VPK group and the control group, which is estimated using a weighted ordinary least squares regression of each variable on a binary indicator for random assignment into the treatment condition. The adjusted comparisons in Columns (3), (6), (9), and (12) were based on regressions that included as covariates the complete set of baseline characteristics. Adjusted comparisons also included randomization pool fixed effects. All comparisons were weighted to adjust for children's differential probability of (1) having taken the state-wide achievement test in third grade and (2) having reported a valid street address at baseline. Standard errors are reported in parenthesis and are clustered at the neighborhood level.

\(p < .10. \quad *p < .05. \quad **p < .01. \quad ***p < .001, \) for two-tailed tests of significance.
### Table 2
Summary Statistics and Balance Tests for Children in TN-VPK-Neighborhood Data
Linked Sample Across Levels of Neighborhood Poverty, ISS Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of Neighborhood Poverty</th>
<th>Low Poverty (&lt;10% Poor)</th>
<th>Moderate Poverty (10% to 30% Poor)</th>
<th>High Poverty (≥30% Poor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Group, M</td>
<td>Experimental Versus Control</td>
<td>Adjusted Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Available test score</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.01 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
<td>0.84 ± 0.05 (0.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.05 (0.08)</td>
<td>0.12 (0.12)</td>
<td>0.43 ± 0.06 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.02 (0.13)</td>
<td>-0.07 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.61 ± -0.11 (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>0.23 ± -0.09 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.04 (0.03)</td>
<td>0.27 ± -0.10 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>0.55 ± 0.02 (0.08)</td>
<td>-0.16 (0.09)</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.14 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English language learner</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.11 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.07 (0.06)</td>
<td>0.60 ± 0.25 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>4.96 ± 0.12 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.05 (0.06)</td>
<td>5.02 ± 0.03 (0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letter-word</td>
<td>315.11 ± 5.89 (3.84)</td>
<td>3.30 (3.17)</td>
<td>315.11 ± 5.89 (3.84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spelling</td>
<td>354.09 ± -1.85 (4.03)</td>
<td>-0.24 (4.17)</td>
<td>354.09 ± -1.85 (4.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral comprehension</td>
<td>440.71 ± 3.37 (2.63)</td>
<td>-2.71 (2.36)</td>
<td>440.71 ± 3.37 (2.63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Picture vocabulary</td>
<td>448.64 ± 8.36* (4.04)</td>
<td>-1.32 (2.07)</td>
<td>448.64 ± 8.36* (4.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applied problem solving</td>
<td>386.20 ± 7.44* (3.42)</td>
<td>1.42 (3.25)</td>
<td>386.20 ± 7.44* (3.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quantitative concept</td>
<td>406.48 ± 0.39 (1.80)</td>
<td>-0.04 (2.17)</td>
<td>408.00 ± -0.11 (2.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mother high school noncompleter</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.02 (0.07)</td>
<td>-0.10 (0.15)</td>
<td>0.35 ± -0.03 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% with two working parents</td>
<td>0.45 ± 0.01 (0.07)</td>
<td>0.11 (0.18)</td>
<td>0.42 ± -0.08 (0.07)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued)
Table 2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Levels of Neighborhood Poverty</th>
<th>Low Poverty (&lt;10% Poor)</th>
<th>Moderate Poverty (10% to 30% Poor)</th>
<th>High Poverty (&gt;30% Poor)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control Group, M (1)</td>
<td>Experimental Versus Control Group, M (2)</td>
<td>Adjusted Difference (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newspaper subscriptions</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.05)</td>
<td>-0.03 (0.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magazine subscriptions</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>-0.02 (0.05)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.09)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neighborhood poverty</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.00 (0.01)</td>
<td>0.00 (0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>169</td>
<td>156</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. TN-VPK = Tennessee Voluntary Prekindergarten Program. ISS = Intensive Substudy. This table presents summary statistics and balance tests of equivalency for a subset of variables collected prior to randomization. The first row indicates the share of children living in each level of neighborhood poverty that took the statewide achievement assessment in third grade. The remaining rows refer to the sample of children who had valid achievement data in third grade and who provided valid street addresses at baseline. Columns (1), (2), and (3) include children living in low-poverty neighborhoods; Columns (4), (5), and (6) include children living in moderate-poverty neighborhoods; Columns (7), (8), and (9) refer to children living in high-poverty neighborhoods. Columns (1), (4), and (7) show the control group mean for each variable across quartiles of neighborhood disadvantage. Columns (2), (5), and (8) report unadjusted differences between the experimental VPK group and the control group, which is estimated using a weighted ordinary least squares regression of each variable on a binary indicator for random assignment into the treatment condition. The adjusted comparisons in Columns (3), (6), (9), and (12) were based on regressions that included as covariates the complete set of baseline characteristics. Adjusted comparisons also included randomization pool fixed effects. All comparisons were weighted to adjust for children's differential probability of (1) having taken the state-wide achievement test in third grade and (2) having reported a valid street address at baseline. Standard errors are reported in parenthesis and are clustered at the neighborhood level.

$^\dagger$ $p < .10$. $^*$ $p < .05$. $^**$ $p < .01$. $^***$ $p < .001$, for two-tailed tests of significance.
Although covariate adjustment yielded statistically similar treatment conditions across nearly all the baseline characteristics in the three subgroups of neighborhood poverty, this approach may still be inadequate to account for bias due to unobserved confounding, which remains the primary threat to the internal validity of the present study (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983). In subsequent analytic models, each of the specified baseline characteristics was included as a covariate to improve precision and to adjust for any initial biases that may have been introduced by the compromised randomization inherent to a post hoc subgroup analysis with obvious attrition due to mis-reporting of baseline addresses and incomplete outcome data.

The bottom rows in Tables 1 and 2 report the distribution of the analytic samples across levels of neighborhood poverty. With regard to the RCT sample, 16.3% of children lived at baseline in high-poverty neighborhoods. The largest share of children in the RCT sample lived in moderate-poverty neighborhoods (43.1%), while similar percentages lived in low-poverty neighborhoods (40.5%). These patterns are similar with respect to the ISS sample, with the distinction being that a slightly larger share of children (49.1%) lived in the moderate-poverty neighborhoods, 38.6% in low-poverty neighborhoods, and 12.3% in high-poverty neighborhoods.

Analysis

This study estimates moderated ITT effects of the VPK treatment across levels of neighborhood poverty. These estimates are essentially covariate-adjusted comparisons of control and treatment group means across levels of neighborhood poverty. Following prior research on variation in treatment effects (e.g., Schochet & Deke, 2014), this study estimates moderated ITT effects of preK on children’s third-grade reading and math achievement ($y$), respectively, using ordinary least squares regression specification of the following form:

$$y_i = \alpha + VPK_i \left( \theta + \sum_{i=1}^{5} Z_i NP_i \right) + \sum_{j=1}^{K} X_{ij} \gamma_j + s_i \delta + e_i$$

where $VPK$ is an indicator variable for being randomly assigned to VPK, $NP$ is a categorical measure of neighborhood poverty coded 1 through 3 that records whether children resided at baseline in a low-poverty neighborhood (below 10% poor), moderate-poverty neighborhood (at least 10% poor but less than 30% poor), or high-poverty neighborhood (at least 30% poor). Mechanically, $NP$ is arrayed as series of binary indicators for each level of neighborhood poverty with low-poverty neighborhoods serving as the referent category. $X$ represents a vector of sample-specific baseline covariates included to improve precision and account for chance differences between groups in the distribution of baseline characteristics. Finally, $s$ is a set of indicators for randomization site that ensure that third-grade achievement
patterns were not associated with any unobserved characteristics that systematically varied across preK classrooms. All regressions were weighted to adjust for differential probabilities of being included in the sample as described previously. Standard errors were clustered at the neighborhood level.

Two assumptions are required for moderated effects to be interpreted causally. Although neighborhoods were not randomized in the study, a causal interpretation can be made if it is assumed that (a) randomization yielded subgroup randomization within levels of neighborhood poverty and (b) compliance rates did not vary across these subgroups. As discussed previously, Tables 1 and 2 provided no evidence of covariate imbalance across levels of neighborhood poverty. Moreover, Supplementary Appendix Table E.1 provides no evidence that compliance rates varied across levels of neighborhood poverty. In short, there is no evidence to discourage a causal interpretation of moderated effects. Thus, the estimate of $\theta$ in Equation (1) can be interpreted as identifying the causal impact of being offered admission into VPK for children in low-poverty neighborhoods, while estimates of $Z_2$ and $Z_3$ in Equation (1) identify the increment (or decrement) to the causal impact of being offered VPK admission for those in moderate- and high-poverty neighborhoods, respectively. It is also important to note that the inclusion of fixed effects for randomization site ($s$) controls for unobserved differences across preK classrooms and means that results are interpreted as within-randomization-list estimates, that is, as the potential differential effect of preK across neighborhood contexts for children within the same randomization list. To facilitate interpretation of results, this study also reports results in standard deviation differences, which are readily interpreted as effect sizes. Effect sizes were computed by dividing the coefficient of interest by a weighted average of the pooled standard deviation across levels of neighborhood poverty.

Because of the potential of crossovers, that is, some children offered admission into VPK did not enroll in VPK and some children assigned to the control group wound up attending VPK anyway, these ITT estimates are likely different from the causal effect of actually enrolling in VPK. (Supplementary Appendix Table E.1 shows compliance rates across categories of neighborhood poverty.) This study follows Chetty et al. (2015) and estimates the moderated impact of VPK enrollment—the moderated local average treatment effect (LATE)—by leveraging a two-stage least squares approach and instrumenting for VPK enrollment and the interaction between VPK enrollment and the three-level neighborhood poverty variable with an indicator for treatment assignment and interactions between treatment assignment and the three-level neighborhood poverty variable. Formally, this specification takes the following form:
\[ y_i = \alpha + \text{EnrollVPK}_i \left( \theta + \sum_{l=1}^{3} Z_{l_i} NP_{l_i} \right) + \sum_{j=1}^{K} X_{j_i} \gamma_j + s_i \delta + \epsilon_i \]  

(2)

where \( \text{EnrollVPK} \) and the interactions between \( \text{EnrollVPK} \) and \( NP \) are the instrumented indicators for enrollment in VPK and its interaction with neighborhood poverty. The remainder of components, clustering, and weighting strategy are identical to those in Equation (1). Under the assumptions that VPK assignment only affects outcomes through VPK enrollment and that subgroup randomization holds within levels of neighborhood poverty, \( \theta \) can be interpreted as the causal effect of VPK enrollment for children living in low-poverty neighborhoods, while \( Z_2 \) and \( Z_3 \) can be interpreted as the change in the causal effect of VPK enrollment for children living in moderate- and high-poverty neighborhoods relative to those living in low-poverty neighborhoods.

In addition to examining moderated ITT and LATE effects of VPK across levels of neighborhood poverty, this study is also interested in potential explanations for why VPK effects might differ across levels of neighborhood poverty. This study sheds light on this issue by examining the extent to which factors correlated with neighborhood poverty—rival moderators—might account for why neighborhood poverty matters for differential VPK effects. This study focuses on four such rival moderators described in the background section of this article: differential access to alternative childcare options, contextual risk factors, differential sorting of families by SES, and urbanicity. In particular, this rival moderator analysis is based on models that take the following form:

\[ y_i = \alpha + \text{VPK}_i \left( \theta + \sum_{l=1}^{3} Z_{l_i} NP_{l_i} \right) + \delta (\text{VPK}_i \times \text{AltMod}_i) + \sum_{j=1}^{K} X_{j_i} \gamma_j + s_i \delta + \epsilon_i \]  

(3)

\[ y_i = \alpha + \text{EnrollVPK}_i \left( \theta + \sum_{l=1}^{3} Z_{l_i} NP_{l_i} \right) + \delta (\text{EnrollVPK}_i \times \text{AltMod}_i) + \sum_{j=1}^{K} X_{j_i} \gamma_j + s_i \delta + \epsilon_i. \]  

(4)

Equations (3) and (4) are identical to Equations (1) and (2) except that Equations (3) and (4) add an interaction between VPK and the rival moderator(s) of interest (\( \text{AltMod}_i \)). [The components, weighting, and clustering in Equations (3) and (4) are identical to those described for Equations (1) and (2).] Notably, for the LATE estimates described in Equation (4), \( \text{EnrollVPK} \) and the interactions between \( \text{EnrollVPK} \) and the moderators of interest were instrumented with an indicator for treatment assignment and interactions between treatment assignment and moderators of interest. Of interest in Equations (3) and (4) is the change in the coefficient for the interaction between preK and neighborhood poverty after the inclusion of each moderator(s) of interest compared with the coefficient for the interaction between preK and neighborhood poverty relative to Equations (1) and (2). It is
important to underscore that this rival moderator analysis is purely exploratory and should not be interpreted in causal terms because there are likely a number of unobserved neighborhood- and family-level characteristics that correlate with the rival moderators of interest.

The following section reports estimates of Equations (1) and (2) for children’s third-grade reading and math achievement, respectively, before turning to the rival moderator analysis (Equations 3 and 4). For reference, the following section also reports main effect estimates of ITT and LATE that exclude interaction terms from Equations (1) and (2). The coefficients of interest in these main effect equations are interpreted as the average effect of VPK assignment and enrollment, respectively, across the entire sample of participants, controlling for neighborhood poverty. Also, given that this study is probing interactions that the original TN-VPK experiment was not set up to answer, the analyses have limited power to detect differential effects. Thus, a more flexible significance level is used throughout the Results section ($p < .10$) than is typical in preK literature.

**Results**

This section begins by describing results for the full sample and concludes with results for the ISS sample. Overall, this study finds considerable evidence that the estimated effect of VPK on reading achievement depended on the residential environments in which children lived at baseline, with significant positive effects being observed for those children living in high-poverty neighborhoods but negative effects for children living in low-poverty neighborhoods. Table 3 reports full sample estimates of the effect of VPK on children’s reading and math achievement in third grade, respectively. Table 4 reports analogous estimates for the ISS sample. Columns (1) through (4) refer to reading achievement; Columns (5) through (8) refer to math achievement. As noted above, the primary focus of the discussion concerns effect sizes because of their ease of interpretation: Effect sizes are readily interpreted as a standard deviation difference. Effect sizes are provided in brackets below the coefficient and standard errors in Tables 3 and 4.

**Full Sample: Reading Achievement**

Column (1) of Table 3, which reports ITT estimates for the full sample, provides no evidence that, on average, random assignment into VPK classrooms had an effect on third-grade reading achievement. However, Column (2) in Table 3 shows that the estimated effect of VPK on third-grade reading achievement varied across levels of neighborhood poverty. In particular, the point estimate for the main effect of VPK in Column (2) indicates that, among children living in low-poverty neighborhoods, children assigned to VPK scored 0.13 standard deviations (SDs) lower than those not assigned to VPK in reading achievement in third grade ($\beta = -4.44, p = .067$). In
Table 3
Moderated Effect of Tennessee Voluntary PreK on Children’s Third-Grade Achievement Across Levels of Neighborhood Poverty at Baseline, Full Sample Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reading Achievement (n = 2,240)</th>
<th></th>
<th>Math Achievement (n = 2,239)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITT Estimates</td>
<td>TOT Estimates</td>
<td>ITT Estimates</td>
<td>TOT Estimates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPK</td>
<td>1.51 (1.82)</td>
<td>1.54 (1.55)</td>
<td>3.84 (5.55)</td>
<td>4.44 (2.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.04]</td>
<td>[0.07]</td>
<td>[0.11]</td>
<td>[0.12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate poverty</td>
<td>2.31 (2.58)</td>
<td>2.07 (4.91)</td>
<td>3.70 (9.06)</td>
<td>3.15 (2.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.07]</td>
<td>[0.09]</td>
<td>[0.06]</td>
<td>(4.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High poverty</td>
<td>7.72 (3.24)</td>
<td>18.96 (6.82)</td>
<td>4.76 (3.18)</td>
<td>10.11 (5.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.22]</td>
<td>[0.55]</td>
<td>[0.14]</td>
<td>(5.73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPK × Moderate Poverty</td>
<td>1.61 (3.34)</td>
<td>3.02 (6.82)</td>
<td>1.33 (3.48)</td>
<td>3.37 (7.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.05]</td>
<td>[0.09]</td>
<td>[0.04]</td>
<td>(7.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPK × High Poverty</td>
<td>13.53 (4.70)</td>
<td>28.68 (9.90)</td>
<td>6.94 (4.21)</td>
<td>14.59 (8.65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[0.29]</td>
<td>[0.83]</td>
<td>[0.20]</td>
<td>[0.42]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R²</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ITT = intent-to-treat; TOT = treatment-on-the-treated; VPK = Voluntary Prekindergarten Program. Columns (1) through (4) refer to children’s reading achievement in third grade. Columns (5) through (8) refer to children’s math achievement in third grade. Columns (1) and (5) report ITT estimates from an ordinary least squares regression of children’s achievement on an indicator for random assignment into the experimental preK group. Columns (2) and (6) interact the indicator of random assignment with a measure of neighborhood poverty at baseline. Columns (3) and (7) report LATE estimates using a two-stage least squares specification, instrumenting for preK enrollment with the experimental indicator of preK assignment. Columns (4) and (8) instrument for preK enrollment and the interaction of preK enrollment and levels of neighborhood poverty with the experimental indicator of preK assignment and the interaction of preK assignment and levels of neighborhood poverty. Moderate-poverty neighborhoods had poverty rates that met or exceeded 10% but were below 30%. High poverty neighborhoods had poverty rates that met or exceeded 30%. The referent category in the table is low-poverty neighborhoods, which had poverty rates below 10%. All models included randomization pool fixed effects and were weighted to adjust for differences in children’s likelihood of having a nonmissing third-grade achievement score and a valid street address at baseline. All models controlled for baseline characteristics at the individual and neighborhood level. Individual-level controls included age, race, gender, primary language, and cohort. Neighborhood poverty rates were measured at the block-group level and were gathered from the 2008-2012 American Community Survey. Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the neighborhood level. Effect sizes are in brackets. Effect sizes were computed by dividing the coefficient of interest by a weighted average of the pooled standard deviation across levels of neighborhood poverty.

*p < .10, **p < .05, ***p < .01, for two-tailed tests of significance.
Table 4
Moderated Effect of Tennessee Voluntary PreK on Children’s Third Grade Achievement Across Neighborhood Poverty Levels at Baseline, Intensive Substudy Sample Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reading Achievement (n = 732)</th>
<th>Math Achievement (n = 732)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ITT Estimates (1)</td>
<td>TOT Estimates (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPK</td>
<td>-1.67 (3.35)</td>
<td>-4.00 (4.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate poverty</td>
<td>[-0.05] (0.02)</td>
<td>[-0.12] (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPK × Moderate</td>
<td>-2.05 (6.05)</td>
<td>-6.24 (10.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>[-0.06] (0.15)</td>
<td>[-0.19] (0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPK × High</td>
<td>22.31* (9.25)</td>
<td>51.45* (25.03)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>[0.67] (1.55)</td>
<td>[0.67] (1.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 )</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. ITT = intent-to-treat; TOT = treatment-on-the-treated; VPK = Voluntary Prekindergarten Program. Columns (1) through (4) refer to children’s reading achievement in third grade. Columns (5) through (8) refer to children’s math achievement in third grade. Columns (1) and (5) report ITT estimates from an ordinary least squares regression of children’s achievement on an indicator for random assignment into the experimental preK group. Columns (2) and (6) interact the indicator of random assignment with a measure of neighborhood disadvantage at baseline. Columns (3) and (7) report local average treatment effect estimates using a two-stage least squares specification, instrumenting for preK enrollment with the experimental indicator of preK assignment. Columns (4) and (8) instrument for preK enrollment and the interaction of preK enrollment and neighborhood disadvantage with the experimental indicator of preK assignment and the interaction of preK assignment and neighborhood disadvantage. All models included randomization pool fixed effects and were weighted to adjust for differences in children’s likelihood of having a nonmissing third-grade achievement score and a valid street address at baseline. All models controlled for baseline characteristics at the individual and neighborhood level. Individual-level controls included age, race, gender, primary language, cohort, mother’s education, number of working parents, number of household magazine and newspaper subscriptions, frequency of library usage, and children’s baseline achievement on six cognitive assessments: Letter Word, Applied Problem Solving, Quantitative Concepts, Story Recall, Picture Vocabulary, and Oral Comprehension. Neighborhood poverty rates were measured at the block-group level and were gathered from the 2008-2012 American Community Survey. Moderate-poverty neighborhoods had poverty rates that met or exceeded 10% but were below 30%. High-poverty neighborhoods had poverty rates that met or exceeded 30%. The referent category in the table is low-poverty neighborhoods, which had poverty rates below 10%. Standard errors are in parenthesis and are clustered at the neighborhood level. Effect sizes are in brackets. Effect sizes were computed by dividing the coefficient of interest by a weighted average of the pooled standard deviation across levels of neighborhood poverty. \( p < .10 \), \( *p < .05 \), \( **p < .01 \), \( ***p < .001 \), for two-tailed tests of significance.
contrast, the point estimate for the interaction in Column 2 between VPK assignment and high-poverty neighborhood indicates that the effect of VPK assignment was 0.39 SDs larger for children living at baseline in high-compared with low-poverty neighborhoods ($\beta = 13.53$, $p = .004$).

This general pattern is echoed in Columns (3) and (4) of Table 3, which report LATE estimates of the main and moderated effect of VPK on third-grade reading achievement, respectively. Similar to the ITT estimates, Column (3) provides no evidence that VPK enrollment had an effect, on average, on third-grade reading achievement. However, Column (4) shows heterogeneity across levels of neighborhood poverty. The significant point estimate for VPK in Column (4) shows that children living at baseline in low-poverty neighborhoods who enrolled in VPK scored −0.29 SDs lower in reading achievement than their respective control group in third grade ($\beta = −10.02$, $p = .060$). However, the significant interaction term in Column 4 between VPK enrollment and high-poverty neighborhood indicates that the estimated difference in achievement between treatment and control group children was 0.83 SDs larger (more positive) for children living at baseline in high- compared with low-poverty neighborhoods ($\beta = 28.68$, $p = .004$).

Although the significant interaction terms provide evidence that the effect of VPK differs for children living in high- compared with low-poverty neighborhoods, what remains unclear is whether children living in high-poverty neighborhoods actually experienced a positive effect from VPK. Figures 1 and 2 plot the average marginal effect of VPK on third-grade reading achievement (y-axis) across levels of neighborhood poverty (x-axis). These average marginal effects are equivalent to the adjusted difference in means between treatment conditions within each level of neighborhood poverty. The panel on the left of each figure refers to the RCT sample; the panel on the right refers to the ISS sample, discussed below. The points in each figure specify the average marginal effect of VPK within each level of neighborhood poverty. The bars correspond to 90% confidence intervals.

Overall, Figures 1 and 2 show that the effect of VPK on third-grade reading achievement for the full RCT sample was positive and statistically meaningful for children in high-poverty neighborhoods at baseline. Among this subset, the average marginal effect of VPK assignment on third-grade reading achievement was 0.27 SDs ($p = .029$); the average marginal effect of VPK enrollment on third-grade reading achievement was 0.54 SDs ($p = .041$). In contrast, point estimates in the far left of the panel in each figure, illustrating average marginal effects of VPK for children in low-poverty neighborhoods, reiterate the earlier noted finding that both assignment to and enrollment in VPK exerted a negative effect on third-grade reading achievement in the full sample ($p = .067$ and $p = .060$, respectively). No evidence supports either VPK assignment or enrollment having an effect on third-grade achievement for children living in moderate-poverty neighborhoods at baseline.
Columns (5) to (8) in Table 3 report results for third-grade math achievement in the RCT sample. In contrast to the null main effects observed for reading achievement, this study finds some evidence that the control group, on average, outperformed the treatment group on math achievement in third grade. Column 5 in Table 3 provides evidence that, on average, children in the control group (i.e., those randomly assigned not to attend VPK) outperformed children randomly assigned to attend VPK by 0.10 $SDs$ ($b = -3.32$, $p = .055$). Similarly, those enrolled in VPK scored 0.25 $SDs$ lower on third-grade math achievement, on average, than the control group ($b = -8.43$, $p = .055$), as shown in Column (7). Similar to that reported for reading achievement, Columns (6) and (8) show that the effects of VPK varied across levels of neighborhood poverty. In particular, Column (6) shows that the effect of VPK assignment on children’s third-grade math achievement was 0.20 $SDs$ larger for children in high- compared with low-poverty neighborhoods ($b = 6.94$, $p = .098$). Similarly, Column (8) shows that the effect of VPK enrollment on children’s third-grade math achievement was 0.42 $SDs$ larger for children in high- compared with low-poverty neighborhoods ($b = 14.59$, $p = .090$).

Despite observing that VPK effects differed across levels of neighborhood poverty, the left panels of Figures 3 and 4 provide no evidence that
VPK affected third-grade math achievement for children living in high-poverty neighborhoods. Said otherwise, there is no evidence that the effect of VPK for children living in high-poverty neighborhoods was statistically different from zero despite being significantly larger than the observed effect for children living in low-poverty neighborhoods. However, Figures 3 and 4 do provide evidence that among children living in moderate-poverty neighborhoods, those assigned to the control group outperformed their peers assigned to the treatment group on third-grade math achievement ($p = .048$), while children who did not enroll in VPK outperformed their peers who did enroll in VPK on third-grade math achievement in low- ($p = .098$) and moderate-poverty neighborhoods, respectively ($p = .042$).

### Intensive Substudy Sample

Results for the ISS sample in Table 4 are arranged similarly to Table 3: Columns (1) to (4) report results for reading achievement; Columns (5) to (8) report results for math achievement; effect sizes are in brackets. Substantive conclusions for the ISS sample are generally consistent with those reported in the previous section. Based on a subset of the full sample for whom baseline achievement and socioeconomic variables were available,
this study finds that the effect of VPK differed across levels of neighborhood poverty, with the largest effects of VPK enrollment on third-grade reading achievement observed for children living in high-poverty neighborhoods. In contrast to what was observed for the full sample, however, there is no evidence that VPK enrollment or assignment affected the third-grade achievement of children living in low-poverty neighborhoods.

Intensive Substudy Sample: Reading Achievement

Columns (1) and (3) in Table 4 provide no evidence of a significant main effect of either VPK assignment or enrollment on third-grade reading achievement in the ISS sample. However, there exists considerable impact heterogeneity across levels of neighborhood poverty. As shown in Column (2) of Table 4, the estimated effect of VPK assignment on third-grade reading achievement was 0.67 SDs larger for children living at baseline in high- compared with low-poverty neighborhoods ($\beta = 22.31$, $p = .016$). Similarly, Column (4) shows that the estimated effect of VPK enrollment on third-grade reading achievement was 1.55 SDs larger for children living in high- compared with low-poverty neighborhoods ($\beta = 51.45$, $p = .040$).

As before, to help provide some intuition for the magnitude and practical significance of these interactions, the panels on the right side of Figures 1
and 2 show, for the ISS sample, the estimated effect of VPK assignment and enrollment, respectively, on third-grade reading achievement within each level of neighborhood poverty. These figures show that, among children living in high-poverty neighborhoods, VPK assignment was associated with a 0.55 SD gain in reading achievement in third grade ($p = .023$), and VPK enrollment was associated with a 1.36 SD gain ($p = .065$). As noted in the previous paragraph, no evidence was found that VPK assignment or enrollment affected the reading achievement of children in low-poverty neighborhoods. Neither was evidence found that VPK enrollment affected reading achievement of children in moderate-poverty neighborhoods.

Intensive Substudy Sample: Math Achievement

Columns (5) through (8) in Table 4 report ITT and LATE estimates of the main and moderated effect of VPK on third-grade math achievement in the ISS sample. Despite that the magnitude of the point estimates for the main effects and interaction terms were largely consistent with those observed for the full sample (i.e., negative main effects but potential heterogeneity across neighborhood types), only the main effect of VPK enrollment in the ISS sample was significant ($\beta = -11.50$, $p = .085$, effect size $= -0.32$ SDs);
the remainder of estimates were imprecisely estimated. Consequently, this study cannot rule out the possibility that, for the ISS sample, the overall effect of VPK assignment on math achievement is indistinguishable from zero and that the null effect of VPK assignment—as well as the effect of VPK enrollment—are invariant to the level of disadvantage in children’s residential neighborhood at baseline.

Robustness Checks

Part B of the online supplement provides a series of additional analyses that show that substantive conclusions are robust to different thresholds of neighborhood poverty, alternative weighting strategies that account differential selection into the analytic samples, and the inclusion in the analytic sample of children who were unable to be geolocated to a valid street address at baseline but who could be geolocated to the centroid of the zip code in which they lived. Interestingly, no evidence is found that VPK effects varied across levels of neighborhood poverty when neighborhood poverty was measured at the census-tract- or zip-code-level as opposed to the block-group level. This finding is likely attributable to census tracts and zip codes covering larger geographic areas than block groups. For instance, the median size of block groups in Tennessee is roughly two square miles, whereas the median sizes of census tracts and zip codes in Tennessee are roughly 8 and 70 square miles, respectively. In other words, when conceptualizing neighborhoods at a broader geographic scale than the surrounding block groups in which children lived, this study found no evidence that neighborhood poverty moderates preK effects. That is, neighborhoods mattered at a granular level (Chetty, Friedman, Hendren, Jones, & Porter, 2018) such that incorporating characteristics of communities only miles away diminishes the moderating effects of community-level poverty rates. This finding indicates that whatever mechanisms might be driving the observed impact heterogeneity documented in the preceding pages likely operated at an acutely local scale.

Rival Moderator Analysis

Supplementary Appendix Tables I.1 to I.4 report results from the rival moderator analysis. This analysis examined the extent to which differential effects of VPK across levels of neighborhood poverty were explained by alternative childcare options, contextual risk factors, family SES, and urbanicity. Overall, no evidence was found that the moderating role of neighborhood poverty on VPK effects was explained by lower-SES families being more likely to live in high-poverty neighborhoods. In fact, allowing the effect of VPK to vary across family SES amplified effect heterogeneity across levels of neighborhood poverty for both math and reading achievement. That is, impact heterogeneity across neighborhood poverty was simply not detecting differences in family SES, suggesting that there were likely
“neighborhood effects” at play (Sharkey & Faber, 2014). For reading achievement, neighborhood effects operated to some extent through the distribution of alternative childcare options, which explained around 3% of the differential VPK effect across levels of neighborhood poverty, and contextual risk factors, which explained 6% to 7% of this variation. For math achievement, the relatively smaller differential effects described in the previous section were explained, in part, by contextual risk factors, which explained 1% to 3% of the differential VPK effects across levels of neighborhood poverty. Finally, urbanicity accounted for just 1% of the variation in VPK effects across levels of neighborhood poverty for reading achievement and 2% to 5% for math.

Discussion

The promise of preK finds its origins in evaluations of several small-scale early education demonstration programs, designed and run by researchers during the 1970s and 80s, that served low-income children living in disadvantaged areas of their respective cities. However, the expansion of prekindergarten in recent years to communities both within and outside metropolitan areas, to disinvested inner cities and affluent suburbs alike, raises the natural question of whether it is reasonable to expect similar effects for children living in such varied environments, environments that existing evidence suggests likely influence the counterfactual condition to which preK effects are compared (e.g., Wodtke & Harding, 2012). This study builds on these observations and leverages data from a recently conducted randomized controlled trial of VPK in Tennessee and demonstrates that VPK effects were contingent on the neighborhoods in which children lived.

This study estimates that the effect of VPK assignment on third-grade reading achievement for the full RCT sample was 0.39 SDs larger for children living in the high- compared with low-poverty neighborhoods in Tennessee, and that the average effect of VPK assignment for those living in high-poverty neighborhoods was positive and statistically significant. Similarly, this study estimates that the effect of VPK enrollment on third-grade reading achievement in the full RCT sample was fully 0.83 SDs larger for children in high- compared with low-poverty neighborhoods; likewise, the marginal effect of VPK enrollment on reading for those in high-poverty neighborhoods was significant and substantively meaningful. Evidence for impact heterogeneity with regard to math achievement was also observed, but this heterogeneity did not correspond with statistically meaningful effects for children living in high-poverty neighborhoods as it did for reading achievement. These conclusions were largely corroborated in the ISS sample, which allowed for a broader set of baseline controls including indicators of family SES and baseline levels of academic achievement.

Moreover, this study found no evidence that this impact heterogeneity across neighborhoods was simply detecting differences in family-level SES.
However, this study found evidence that the differential VPK effect across neighborhood contexts may have been attributable, in part, to the distribution of alternative childcare options and the types of risk factors children were exposed to in their neighborhood contexts. In particular, larger VPK effects were observed for children living in higher poverty neighborhoods, in part, because these children had fewer alternative childcare options and because they were overexposed to contextual risk factors relative to their peers living in low-poverty neighborhoods.

Last, despite finding compelling evidence that VPK effects differed across neighborhood contexts for reading achievement, less evidence of impact heterogeneity was observed for math achievement. Moreover, despite finding strong evidence of positive VPK effects on the reading achievement of children in high-poverty neighborhoods, no such evidence was found with regard to children’s math achievement. This differential pattern of effects for reading versus math achievement could be the result of several factors. One speculative explanation for the persistence of effects for reading but not for math may be related to the practical emphasis of VPK curriculum. Despite curricular mandates established by the Tennessee Department of Education that required preschool teachers to cover both math and literacy skills, there is often variation in how preschool teachers implement curricular requirements (Hamre et al., 2010), with some evidence that instructional time for literacy can exceed that for math (Farran, Meador, Christopher, Nesbitt, & Bilbrey, 2017). If preschools in the analytic sample placed heavier emphasis on the development of early literacy skills than numeracy skills, then it is reasonable that effects on literacy, relative to those on math, would be more likely to make up for any literacy-related disadvantages at home and in communities.

A related explanation for why neighborhood poverty had a strong moderating effect on VPK with regard to reading achievement but less so for math achievement is that neighborhood poverty may not be as consequential for children’s math relative to their reading achievement. In fact, Tables 3 and 4, which report moderated ITT and LATE estimates for the full and ISS samples, respectively, reveal that children living in a high-poverty neighborhood at baseline in the absence of VPK consistently performed worse, on average, than children living in lower-poverty neighborhoods on third-grade reading achievement across the full and ISS samples and with respect to ITT and LATE estimates. In contrast, the adjusted difference in third-grade math achievement between children living in high- versus low-poverty neighborhoods in the absence of VPK were of a smaller magnitude and were measured less precisely than those for third-grade reading achievement. Therefore, the differential moderating effects of neighborhood poverty on third-grade reading versus math achievement may simply be due to the fact that neighborhood poverty was more consequential for children’s reading than math achievement.
These findings highlight several key considerations for theory, policy, and research for early childhood education. First, this study provides considerable evidence that understanding the distribution and prevalence of neighborhood poverty may be important for understanding nonschooling determinants of preK effect persistence (Bailey, Duncan, Odgers, & Yu, 2017). Moreover, that VPK effects persisted through third grade for children living in high-poverty neighborhoods is particularly noteworthy in light of several recent experimental and quasi-experimental studies that documented within their respective study populations near-universal fadeout of preK effects by third grade (Hill, Gormley, & Adelstein, 2015; Lipsey et al., 2017; Puma, Bell, Cook, & Heid, 2010; Puma et al., 2012). Second, that positive VPK impacts accrued for children in high-poverty neighborhoods is consistent with recent studies that document the importance of early childhood interventions for safeguarding children from periods of elevated developmental vulnerability due, in this case, to disadvantaged neighborhood contexts (Dodge et al., 2008).

Third, that effects hinged in either direction depending on children’s level of neighborhood poverty suggest that a responsive policy agenda that aims to maximize a population-level preschool effect would likely need to include provisions that aim to increase the share of children from high-poverty neighborhoods in preschool classrooms. This inclusion could be accomplished in at least two ways. First, site-selection policies could prioritize establishing VPK centers in high-poverty areas, which would presumably expand VPK access to the children most likely to benefit. This is especially relevant because there is evidence in the current study that more children attended VPK in low-poverty neighborhoods than there were VPK children residing in low-poverty neighborhoods (see Supplementary Appendix Table A.1). This pattern of results suggests that there may have been inequities in VPK access based on neighborhood poverty. However, it is possible that suboptimal effects may be observed if increasing the number of preK classrooms in high-poverty neighborhoods concentrates large numbers of disadvantaged children in the same preK classroom as opposed to more economically integrated classrooms (Miller, Votruba-Drzal, McQuiggan, & Shaw, 2017; van Ewijk & Sleegers, 2010).

A second, alternative approach could focus on mitigating potential barriers, such as transportation and information gaps, that prevent children living in high-poverty neighborhoods from attending VPK centers in low-poverty neighborhoods (Greenberg, Michie, & Adams, 2018; J. F. Harding & Paulsell, 2018). Moreover, a policy agenda that endeavors to provide such access—that is, access that might increase the number of low-income children attending VPK classrooms in lower-poverty neighborhoods—would likely promote racial and socioeconomic integration of VPK classrooms as well given the strong correlation between neighborhood poverty, family SES, and racial composition (Reardon & Bischoff, 2011).
Limitations

Although this study extends prior early childhood research by highlighting the importance of residential contexts for understanding who did and did not benefit from VPK, this study is not without several limitations. The analytic samples suffered from nonnegligible attrition due to misreporting of baseline addresses and incomplete outcome data. Moreover, the analytic samples were composed exclusively of economically disadvantaged children, whom TN-VPK targets for enrollment. Therefore, it is unclear whether the variation in treatment effects across neighborhood environments that was documented in the preceding pages would hold in a more socioeconomically diverse sample of children. Finally, this study concerned academic outcomes only during third grade. Future research will need to identify whether the results described in this study pertain to preschool programs in other states, whether the moderated effects also pertain to behavioral or noncognitive outcomes (e.g., disciplinary outcomes, grade retention, attendance, executive function), and whether differential effects on outcomes of interest pertain to earlier grades or persist beyond third grade. Finally, in light of the limited explanatory power of the rival moderators examined in this study, future research will need to examine further the underlying mechanisms linking neighborhood poverty to children’s engagement and response to early childhood programs.

Conclusion

Limitations notwithstanding, the current study provides important new evidence about variation in preK effects. Based on data from an RCT of a statewide preK program in Tennessee, this study finds that preK effects increase with level of poverty in children’s residential neighborhoods, with positive effects accruing to low-income children in high-poverty neighborhoods but negative effects accruing to low-income children in low-poverty neighborhoods. This pattern was partially attributable to the distribution of alternative childcare options and the extent to which children were exposed to contextual risk factors in their neighborhoods. The analyses presented here should encourage future research into how children’s neighborhoods relate to the implementation and efficacy of preschool interventions, especially those implemented at scale. In particular, if this study is to serve as any guide, recent efforts to expand preK to broader populations of children should double down on efforts at identifying where effects might be maximized.
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1Despite the TN-VPK Program being a statewide program with curricular and staffing mandates, the quality of VPK programs may vary across the state (Valentino, 2018). For instance, McCoy et al. (2015) found neighborhood poverty to be negatively correlated with the quality of Head Start classrooms. Therefore, children living in disadvantaged neighborhoods may also be more likely to attend a lower quality VPK program. Thus, if one was interested in the effect of statewide VPK controlling for VPK quality, then one would expect the estimated effects of VPK on the achievement of children in high-poverty neighborhoods to be plausible lower bounds.

2Using moderate-poverty neighborhoods as the referent group does not change substantive conclusions. In particular, virtually all instances in which preK effects differed between low- and high-poverty neighborhoods also varied between moderate- and high-poverty neighborhoods. The key implication is that positive preK effects were restricted to children in high-poverty neighborhoods, and these effects differed from those for children in lower-poverty neighborhoods.

3Differential access to alternative childcare options was measured by the density of childcare establishments per capita in the surrounding community. The number of childcare establishments was gathered from the 2010 Zip Business Patterns database and rescaled as a per capita rate based on the number of children younger than 5 years in the zip code. (Note that these estimates were only available at the zip code level.) Differential exposure to contextual risk factors was approximated with two measures: the share of single-parent families in children’s neighborhood and the per capita crime rate in the surrounding community. The share of single-parent families was measured at the block-group level and gathered from the 2008–2012 American Community Survey. Per capita crime rate was gathered from the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation and measured as the number of violent and property crime arrests per capita in year 2010. (Similar to data about alternative childcare options, crime data were only available at the zip code level.) Family SES was measured by the mother’s level of education. As described above, data about children’s family-level SES were only available for the ISS sample. Finally, urbanicity was measured as a binary indicator of whether a child lived in an urbanized area or urban cluster, as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. Urban areas form the cores of metropolitan statistical areas and contain 50,000 or more people, whereas urban clusters form the cores of micropolitan statistical areas and contain 2,500 to 50,000 people.

4Supplementary Appendix C (Figure C.1, Table C.1) shows that each rival moderator is correlated with neighborhood poverty, with children living in high-poverty neighborhoods having (1) less access to alternative childcare options, (2) overexposure to crime and violence, (3) overexposure to single-parent households in their communities, (4) mothers with less education, and (5) increased likelihood of living in an urban area. These correlations suggest that a rival moderator analysis—one that examines changes in the moderating capacity of neighborhood poverty after accounting for its correlation with each factor—is warranted.

5This study showed that results were robust to the exclusion of sampling weights that accounted for students’ differential probability of being included in the analytic samples based on observed characteristics (see Supplementary Tables C.8 to C.12). Moreover, results were robust to the inclusion in the analytic sample of a subset of children who could not be geolocated to a street address but could be geolocated to the centroid of their home zip code. Thus, there is little reason to suspect that analytic samples were substantively different from their full RCT and ISS samples.
Prior research has shown that children in nonpoor families are less vulnerable to adverse neighborhood conditions (Wodtke & Harding, 2012), suggesting that the low-income children included in the sample may have been especially susceptible to the type of impact heterogeneity observed. Consequently, findings should not be generalized to universal preK programs that “target” a broader range of children.
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